The Digital
transformation through
Social Learning …

CORPORATE
PRESENTATION

COMPANIES PRESENTATION

ITALDATA s.p.a. is an Italian
company active since 1974
in the Information &
Communication
Technology. Italdata is now
a group specializing in the
development of products,
solutions and services in
the areas of e-Learning and
social Learning where
Italdata can boast a leading
role on the national market

“ITALDATA - ONE” contribute their joint
expertise, which configures a broad
knowledge base summarizing the best
market practices for the implementation of
this type of solutions. This knowledge base
is a key asset to be able to guarantee the
successful implementation of a leading,
robust, scalable solution that is also
sustainable in the long run.
Our added value proposition comprises a set
of innovative technologies, methods, and
knowledge based on leading market
standards and tools.

ONE Digital Consulting s.l. is
a Spanish company with
more than 25 years of
experience in the “New
Advanced Technologies”
world. It spent many years
leading the development of
the knowledge society, with
the Best-in-Class services
and solutions, designing,
creating, editing and
publishing innovative
products for the learning
community

VALUE PROPOSITION
ITALDATA and ONE Digital Consulting Join Forces to Revolutionize the eLearning Industry
ITALDATA is a consulting corporation with over 100 employees, that operates in Europe, since 1974.
ITALDATA is developing alliances withVALUE
small ADDED
and medium
size
companies in a new Smart Digital Transformation
OF THE
PARTNERSHIP
group created to empower these entities to innovate and grow.
ONE Digital Consulting has established itself as a leader in Smart Learning Education and Advanced Training
Simulation Labs solutions creating extremely innovative contents and solutions. (Virtual and Augmented
Reality, Drons and Mini-robots applications for education).
Both ITALDATA and ONE advocate win-win services and solutions for the global market and share a common
vision that reinforces their partnership to pursue a leadership position in the Global eLearning and Smart
training market.
Social learning, Virtual Reality, Interactive Simulation… is the new and innovative reality of today. The need for
less costly, efficient, safe, and environmentally friendly training solutions, drives the demand for these training
methodologies and advanced solutions in most competitive sectors and industries.

ITALDATA - ONE´s goal is to become a global leader providing advanced elearning solutions and services for the
most innovative organizations.

E-learning Services to improve the organisations performances through a better Knowledge sharing and effective Collaboration

OUR PORTFOLIO
learn BETTER, learn MORE, learn FASTER, learn SMARTER
KON.it is a social-learning platform that overcomes the limitations of the
existing platforms and transforms the learning experience in a collective one.
KON.it stimulates the users’ active participation providing an easy way to
enrich learning content by adding annotations, comments and materials
collected on the Web. Unlike other platforms, the social interaction can
happen inside the learning content. KON.it provides useful information to
measure the effectiveness and efficiency of training thanks to a sophisticated
system that analyzes the users’ behaviour. Moreover, the software allows to
monitor the level of engagement and degree of satisfaction without using
surveys.
KONLearning

KONSocial

SocialKONtent

KONView

KONLab

Smart Learning Consultancy
Students engagement
Social learning collaboration
Learning Content enrichment
Learning by doing
Augmented and Virtual Reality
Advanced 3D Simulations
Real time interaction with subject
matter expert
Learn everywhere every time

Business model

Connectors

learn BETTER
KONLearning

Much more than a Learning Management System

In addition to following structured SCORM courses, users can partecipate in informal learning and group activities with the other
KON.it components
Instant Messaging

My Dashboard

Access to
Social

Learning
Catalog

KONLearning main functionalities are:
A unique corporate Look & Feel
Gamification functionality
eTutor to guide the student during
his training
Q&A like yahoo answers
Enhanced quiz and survey
Accessible Scorm Player
Provisioning from legacy systems
SSO functionality
APP for iOs and android
Multi-tenant security

learn BETTER
KONSocial

KONSocial is a platform aimed to support and promote social collaboration and information exchange. It has
several functionalities (borrowed from web 2.0) and can be gradually activated for one or more Communities. It’s
integrated with some major LMS systems (SABA, MOODLE) and is based on a specific data model designed on
social learning needs.

KONSocial allows document collaboration and sharing of files combined with
the security and control that is necessary for a typical ECM system. KONSocial
is organized as a set of communities that can be used as a meeting place for
collaboration. It provides content management capabilities with simple user
interfaces, tools to search and browse the archive contents as thumbnails and
associated metadata, previews and collaboration tools such as wikis, blogs and
discussions.
Bacheca
Bullettin board














Community Management
Document Management
Social Networking
Content Management System
Reporting engine to export data (useful for KONView)
Specific templates for specific types of community
Integration with external social networks (twitter and
Linkedin)
Bullettin board facebook like
On the fly community survey
Top contributor dashlet
Costumized and configurable BLOG
Social tagging

learn MORE
SocialKONtent
The basic idea behind Social KONtent is the use of data coming in different
The main use cases are:
ways from different sources to enrich the learning content. The user has
the possibility to add value using annotations, links, underlining and adding Posting your comments and share them with other
learners
comments directly on the course content.
Highlighting course contents sharing it with your
In this way the course content could be enriched with information
community
entered by students and teachers and all these activities will be
Inserting links to external contents
recorded as statement in the form (“Actor”, “verb”, “object”) in a
Giving learners and trainers the possibility to like each
Learning Record Store (LRS). LRS could contain all of these information
others comments
as other sources to do complex data analysis
Monitoring social analytics of your learning community
Students can learn through the interactions with other people and
these actions can occur in any place and in multiple ways.

The SocialKONtent overcomes some limitations of
the standard SCORM, able to track only data like
completion, time and pass-fail related to the student.
The SocialKONtent tracks SCORM and moreover with
it is possible to build a dynamic contents in a cost
effective way.

Measure efficiency, efficacy and operational impact of the training on your company
KONView

KON VIEW has been designed to be an innovative platform to support new ways in reporting and
analyzing the efficacy of learning investments.

It has three main components:
A specialized data warehouse , integrated with the most
common LMS, with KONSocial, Social KONtent and
potentially with users legacy systems
An advanced reporting component
A set of analytics able to extract, using advanced text
analysis techniques, new collective intelligence elements to
support company analysis and decisions

KON VIEW produces three kinds of analysis: Learning reporting, Learning
analytics and Custom analytics. These analyses belong to three areas:
efficiency, efficacy and operational impact. They are used in context where
community members interact in learning activities and create new and shared
information. They are developed using algorithms based on structured and nonstructured data. In social learning context they are an essential tool to analyze,
understand and extract knowledge elements about:
Hidden potential
Latent or not yet collected needs .
Network analysis can be applied on different dimensions, like:
Created communities
Specific Topics
A combination of the above items
Analytics already available in KON VIEW are the following:
NA1 – Potential Opinion Leader: used to identify influential people
NA2 – Potential Key Information Broker: used to easily identify people more
active in information distribution
NA3 - Community Detection (base) : used to identify the different community
within a network, using different aggregation factors

learn FASTER
KON lab channel

Real time Collaboration that empowers learning

A group for every need



Want to empower your salesforce on the field? Create
a group for it. Want people in your stores to share their
experiences online? Let them do so.
More than shared folders



Store, share, rework and keep all your files up to date in a
safe, private, shared online location that anyone can access
at any time with just a couple of clicks. Engage your people
in creating and sharing their own content too.
Polling, quizzing, testing in real-time



Create quizzes or questionnaires in seconds mixing 9
different kinds of questions and sense the pulse of the
people working with you in the blink of an eye.

Business Model
Cloud vs On premise
The business model that we propose depends on the customer’s functional and technical
requirements. There are two different scenarios:
1. Customer has now decided to start with a new eLearning project or has decided to
build a corporate academy or a professional school;
2. Customer has already an eLearning infrastructure but needs to enrich it .
In the first scenario (starting from scratch) we offer KON.it in the cloud. The price is a
monthly fee based on the number of active users and the number of components
activated;

In partnership with:

In the second scenario (starting from an existing LMS) we offer only one o more
components of KON.it in the cloud or “on premise “depending on the customer’s technical
infrastructure.
In case of cloud service the model is the same of the first scenario but there is also a setup
fee determinated on a projectual base.
In case of “on premise” installation there is a setup fee, determinated on a projectual base
and a annual maintenance fee.

How it integrates with legacy processes and systems
KON connectors
To implement the business model described in the previous slide KON.it needs the following connectors:

KONLearning

KONSocial

KONLearning

KONLabs

ETL
DB
LMS LEGACY

Provisioning

DB
HR LEGACY

SABA LMS

KONSocial
DB
CRM LEGACY

Services

DWH KONView

KON.it

DB KON.it

SABA LMS

KONLabs

LEGACY LMS

KONSocial

already existing

LEGACY LMS

KONLabs

To be implemented on a projectual base

learn SMARTER
Smart Digital Education
Rich Digital Educational Contents with the smartest and
R&D awarded industrialized creative consultants.
Technology is offering nowadays astonishing
possibilities that are improving every day. Benefit from
them to virtualize your learning assets with the most
impressive results.

Consultancy
 Understanding your needs & added value
 Boosting it with the best adequate solutions
 Mentoring and coaching
 Creating best-in-class Rich Digital Educational Contents
 Preproduction: Content consultancy and project
management
 Production: Innovative professionals with a proven track
record of success
 Postproduction: assuring the “wow effect” on the results
 The best product
 Multiplatform: web, mobile and tablets
 Multilingual
 Active learning
 Complete discovery environment
 Anti-piracy
 Created specifically for each project
 Immediate implementation
 Easy customizations and updates


learn SMARTER
Smart Digital Education & Vocational Training
Learning by doing in virtual worlds is the most
effective, efficient, smart, appealing, enjoyable and
optimized way of assuring your learning goals, but
only when the provider who sets the sector standards
is in charge of the projects
Innovative approach
Instructional design
Teachers training (Culture Change)
Teachers incentives to develop contents
Support on advance digital content development
(eBooks, Smart Digital Contents, 3D
Simulation, V&A Reality, 3D, Gamification,
Videos)
 Standards based architecture (Scorm, HTML-5, Unity,
UnReal)
 Phase based implementation to insure program
success and reduce risks.





learn SMARTER
Smart Training Simulation
The need for efficient and effective workforce training in the
industry worldwide has become acute. Actions Based
Training, prefaced with advanced classroom training
methods on process fundamentals, is the most efficient and
fastest way to educate new employees and prepare them for
their daily work. The future of Immersive Reality will
probably have to deal with these technologies and others to
come







Create tailored simulations to different environments and
scenarios in real time.
Personalization and customization of characters, actors,
avatars, interactive tools and physical prototypes.
Process-oriented programming, or work-flow protocol
specific work.
Permanent interaction between characters and the system
through tasks, questions and answers, etc..
Monitoring and evaluation to verify the degree or level of
advancement, learning and understanding the system.
Ongoing supervision by a tutor of the exercises, tests and
phases of the learning process.

learn SMARTER
Smart Education Labs

Learning is about to become more interactive, more fun, and
more social. Specifically in the ways that VR&AR will improve
education. It is not only for changing the environment around
children, it also allows kids to construct their own exciting
learning worlds as small as the atom or as big as the cosmos. In
our Smart Education Labs, teachers and students experiment
with new immersive technologies, drones, robots…for a
practical and better understanding of our new real digital era.






Creating collaboration and social integration
Making new experiences possible
Increasing student motivation
New rewards with a focus on positive stimulation
Inspiring creative learning

learn SMARTER
Smart Education Labs

“Using Immersive AR & VR Environments we can place students
in any real world or virtual situation with an active role in
proceedings through various tasks they will need to complete.
Situations and outcomes will dynamically change depending on
the students input and this will keep the student active and
engaged throughout the lesson.

Research & Innovation Services
Our added value services across strategy,
consulting, technology, digital and operations are
differentiated in the market place and have enabled
top Smart Learning & Smart Cities customers
successfully achieve their business goals.



Our focus on the R&D+I EU agenda to define the
future vision for an R&D technology platform and
organizational models that drive business goals. We
assess R&D capability maturity relative to target
levels and create a prioritized strategic roadmap to
close gaps.



Talent and organizational performance strategies
and changes to improve the performance, retention
and engagement of the R&D workforce in light of
today’s complex industry trends and need for
competitive differentiation.



Best Practices

OUR LATEST BEST PRACTICES

learn BETTER, learn MORE, learn FASTER with KON.it
EASO platform and contents
EURONICS academy
CEF
ENEL university
Gewiss
Marpross
Ministry of Education UAE
Spanish Government

EASO

EURONICS

CEF

ENEL

Min. Education
UAE

Spanish
Goverment

EASO Project
Make a consistent training in a multicultural context
Make complex analysis on training data for reporting to European Commission

KONLearning

KONView

The European Asylum Support Office (EASO) is an operational regulatory agency set up in Malta with a mandate to strengthen
Member States' practical cooperation on asylum, support Member States whose asylum systems are under particular pressure
and enhance the implementation of the Common European Asylum System (CEAS). EASO provides training and develops
training materials in support of the promotion of quality and harmonization in the area of asylum.
The EASO Training Curriculum, a common vocational training system is designed for
asylum officials and other target groups such as managers and legal officers
throughout the EU (6.000 users). It relies on a “blended learning scenario”. The elearning part is based on KON.it in the Amazon Cloud. EASO has chosen our Cloud
solution especially for the possibilities it offers to do complex analysis on training
data and for stringent data security requirements.

EURONICS

EASO training covers core aspects of the asylum procedure and
practice in interactive modules. These include, among the
others, modules like:
CEF Asylum procedure
TIM
directive
Interviewing children
Inclusion

EASO

CEF- Centro Europeo di Formazione

KONLearning

SocialKONtent

Integrates the more traditional aspects of training with innovative features
Develop a new approach focused on three main areas: "Social", "Mobile" and "Gamification"

CEF Ltd. is a publisher specialized since 2004 in the creation of professional training courses provided by phisical books sent to
the customer. His method of study offers to the student a personal accompaniment and the possibility of having a wide range of
educational support. The offer comprises a wide range of courses and master in areas Social, Health, Animal Care and Food &
Beverage. CEF Ltd as part of its strategy to strengthen the process of training has chosen, in January 2015, Italdata as a
technology partner for the design and implementation of the new platform of social learning
The new social learning platform realized on Kon.it in the ITALDATA Cloud, fully
integrated with the legacy CRM system, allows user to have a unique social
experience using :
 SocialKontent: digital “book” can be enriched with comments, video, hashtag…
 Gamification: to improve user engagement
 Mobile: responsive interfaces and push notification
Until now CEF has trained more than 22,000 users

CEF has designed and published teaching materials for several Vocational Training areas:
CEF assistance ,TIM
EURONICS
beverage and food
, health care, social
animal care
Its current catalog consists of 77 educational titles and 12 publications

CEF

Euronics Academy

KONLearning

Make a consistent training in a heterogeneous context
Measure efficiency of the eLearning process with complex analysis

KONView

Euronics Italy is a leader in the distribution of household appliances, consumer electronics and high-tech products. It is
configured as a network of 15 indipendent distribution firms with more then 300 stores in Italy. In this heterogeneous context
the shared training program acts as a central point for all the employees. The Euronics Academy is focused on the sales staff of
the stores (5000 users). The Store Manager and HR manager have the role to coordinate and monitoring all training activities for
each sale point in order to optimize the effectiveness of training in terms of increased competence of the salespeople.
KON.IT
platform for Euronics is designed to apply different and flexible
training models, allowing the managers to push news, feedback, or to add new
items for employees. KON-View reporting module, allows the control and
monitoring of the process. A digital tutor is available. All courses are developed
in HTML5 for mobile and an APP for smartphone is available .

EURONICS

CEF

The main areas covered by the training program and
developed are:
technical
TIM
soft skill
marketing and sale process
mandatory training (as security on workplace ..)

EURONICS

ENEL University

KONSocial

KONView

Provide employees the opportunity to participate in communities of interest on energy issues
Discover information and social connections inside the communities

Enel is Italy’s largest power company and Europe’s second listed utility by installed capacity. The company today is also a leading
integrated player in the power and gas markets of Europe and Latin America, operating in 40 countries across 4 continents. Enel
currently has 85,000 employees registered and active through Enel University, over the Internet and the company’s intranet.
Through our SABA-KONSocial connector the ENEL employees can access to the
KONSocial environment to discuss on activity stream, share documents, create wiki
page, answer to survey ecc. Moreover KONView enables different analytics on ENEL
social environment to discover information and social connections giving different
dashboard on social data (actually they have about 8500 documents, 300 forums,
4500 posts, 70 communities).

EURONICS

ENEL communities cover different country for different groups as
well as:
ENEL Green Power
CEF RES4MED TIM
ENEL University
ENEL ENDESA

ENEL

GEWISS Project

KONLearning

Make a professional training on product choice and installation
Integrates the more traditional aspects of training with innovative features

GEWISS is an international company able to offer domotics, energy and lighting industry solutions combining together design,
safety and functionality and able to meet all system needs in the domestic, tertiary, and industrial sectors. GEWISS history is a
long path paved with successful stories achieved thanks to an innovative spirit and dedicated to development as a constant
element of management and able to combine new technologies with year-long experience. GEWISS Professional provides
training on product choice and installation at our network of certified installers and retailers.
GEWISS Professional has chosen our Cloud solution KON.it for delivering the elearning part to network of certified installers and retailers world-wide on a
“blended learning scenario”, the practical training delivered into GEWISS Training
Centers and e-learning delivered by our platform KON.it .

EURONICS

The training of GEWISS Professional is dedicated to updating all
professionals in the electrotechnical sector, this includes:
GEWISS course. Training courses on technical, legislative subjects
and also on GEWISS software with the possibility of doing selfCEF assessmentTIM
tests and being awarded a Certificate of Attendance.
Technical Guides. Practical manuals dealing with the main issues
on electrical systems.

GEWISS

MARPOSS Project

KONLearning

Make a consistent presentation for launching new product world-wide
Integrates the more traditional aspects of training with innovative features

MARPOSS, a leader in its sector, supplies precision gauging equipment to industries worldwide. The company makes equipment
for measuring to the thousandth of a millimeter not in the comfort of the metrology lab, but in the hostile workshop
environment, along the production lines and on board of the machine tools. About 94% of the production is for export, mostly,
but not only, to countries with a solid technological tradition of their own. MARPOSS provides traditional training and develops
training materials in support of the new product promotion and launch.
MARPOSS has chosen our Cloud solution KON.it for delivering to world-wide staff the
video tutorials about new product release of “OPTOQUICK” in an e-learning
scenario. MARPOSS has 2925 employees and 80 offices into 24 countries.
These e-learning modules include both practical, with virtual classroom, and
theoretical sessions delivered by our platform KON.it .

EURONICS

MARPOSS is worldwide leader in precision equipment for measurement
and control in the production environment, it includes:
 gauges and compensation systems for grinders and other machine tools;
CEFmanual gauges,
sensors, probes and other gauge components;
TIM
 automatic measurement and inspection systems;
 hardware and software for data collection and process analysis;
 equipment for non-destructive testing.

MARPOSS

Ministry of Education of UAE

“learn
eContent
for Smart
Learning
Education
& Learning
Centers”
BETTER,
learn
MORE,
learn
FASTERResource
with KON.it
Innovative Project conducted by the Ministry of Education of UAE for
the development and implementation of Smart Interactive Digital Content
for the Learning Resource Centers. These Centers are equipped with VR &
AR devices, as well as 3D printers, 3D projectors, interactive screens and
advanced interactive apps.



Design, development and training on VR & AR technology and
implementation of different software applications for their use at public
schools under pc´s and Smartphones environments.



The Mohammad Bin Rashid Smart Learning Program offers a modern way of teaching
through the integration of technology to the education system. It has been recognized
as one of the most innovative education programs worldwide. ONE Digital Consulting
has implemented the Smart Education Labs using the most innovative technology.
 Smart Interactive eContents: Interactive ebooks, smart learning objects
 Smart Education Labs: Virtual & Augmented reality apps and STEAM advanced
contents.

Min. Education
UAE

Spanish Government (Ministry of Education & Industry)
“Internet
at School and
School
2.0” learn FASTER with KON.it
learn BETTER,
learn
MORE,
Implementation of several Innovative Projects for the Ministry of
Industry and the Ministry of Education in collaboration with the
Autonomous Regions of the Spanish state to develop digital content and
advanced multimedia resources for schools, specifying and defining
materials, methods, procedures, standards, Scorm/ LMS, etc…



Area of responsibility: Consultancy, authoring, design, development
and implementation of digital educational content aimed at primary and
secondary. These content and educational resources materialize in
developing teaching sequences Multilingual matters relating to:
Languages (French, English), Information Technology, Geography,
Environmental Education and Special Educational Needs.



ONE Digital Consulting has been partnering with
Red.es as consultant in the areas of Digital Content,
Advanced Simulation and Internationalization.

Spanish
Goverment

Our Partners

OUR PARTNERS & TECHNOLOGIES

Why us?

KEY BENEFITS, WHY CHOOSE US ?
COMPROMISE WITH YOUR SUCCESS PROVIDING VALUE TO THE COMPLETE VALUE CHAIN
LISTENING YOUR NEEDS, UNDERSTANDING YOUR PROBLEMS, PROVIDING
THE BEST INNOVATIVE SOLUTIONS

QUALITY COMPROMISE, FROM HIGH LEVEL CONSULTANCY SERVICES THROUGH
QUALIFY PROFESIONAL PROJECT MANAGEMNET
WE BUILD TRUST WITH BEST IN CLASS PARTNERS, PRACTICES AND REFERENCES

WE DRIVE OUR BUSINESS MODELL THROUGH A SUSTAINABLE AND INNOVATIVE
DESIGN AND A LEADING EDGE TECHNOLOGY FOR YOUR COMPANY
TRANSFORMATION
MINIMIZING RISK WITH BEST QUALIFY TEAM AND INTERNATIONAL
CONSULTANTS NETWORK
WE CAN MAKE IT TOGETHER, NOW IT IS YOUR TIME

Contact

THE SMART BUSINESS SOLUTIONS COMPANY
Imagine the future, we can build it together
madrid@onedigitalconsulting.eu

www.onedigitalconsulting.eu
www.smarteducationlabs.eu
WWW.ITALDATA.IT
one digital consulting
Madrid
Brussels
Milan
Pune
© 2016 one digital consulting
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Management Consultancy
Strategic Consultancy
Smart Digital Education
Smart Cities
Advanced Simulations
Knowledge Factory
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